1. Draw a circle.
2. Divide the circle in half horizontally and vertically.
3. Extend the vertical line longer for his snout and jawline.
4. Draw an oval half as wide as the circle for his snout.
5. On the horizontal line measure six across to size and place P-22’s eyes.
6. Draw circles in the second and forth spaces for his eyes.
7. Measure down from the inside of eye to mark the width of his nose by the edge of the circle.
8. Draw his nose by making a flat heart shape.
9. Draw upside-down u’s a little bigger then his nose for his ears.

10. Begin to add details by drawing P-22’s mouth.
11. Add eyeliner and darken in the pupils make sure to leave a highlight.
12. Erase guidelines and refine shape of head.
13. Draw P-22’s neck and GPS
14. Use the side of the pencil to shade drawing.
15. Add whiskers and final details.
16. Sign your drawing.